NS REIZIGERS
TIME MANAGEMENT AT EXPRESS
SPEED WITH SAP® INTERACTIVE FORMS
SOFTWARE BY ADOBE
QUICK FACTS

“Thanks to the scalability and flexibility
of SAP Interactive Forms and thorough
documentation during the project, the
rollout in the rest of the organization
will be a simple exercise.”
Tilly Alexander, Project Leader, NS Reizigers B.V.

Company
• Name: NS Reizigers B.V., a part of
Nederlandse Spoorwegen (Dutch Railways), or NS
• Headquarters: Utrecht, The Netherlands
• Industry: Transportation and logistics
• Products and services: Passenger
transport (trains)
• Revenue: €4.6 billion (NS)
• Employees: Around 30,000 (NS),
10,000 (NS Reizigers)
• Web site: www.ns.nl
• Implementation partner: NL for Business
Challenges and Opportunities
Improve the quality and efficiency of time
registration to help streamline project
management
Objectives
Introduce integrated, automated IT tools to
eliminate inefficient, manual processes
SAP® Solutions and Services
SAP® Interactive Forms software by Adobe
Implementation Highlights
Delivered in record time (20 working days)
and within budget

Why SAP
• The standard throughout NS
• One data source
• Good integration with third-party applications (Adobe PDF)
• Scalable and flexible software
Beneﬁts
• Familiar and user-friendly forms
• Elimination of paper time sheets and
manual input
• Ability to send forms via e-mail and enter
data offline
• E-mail notifications for filling and approving
time
• Ability to accommodate an increasing
number of persons registering time
without modifications to software
• Simple, cost-effective training that can be
done via e-mail instructions
• Integrated, faster, and more transparent
processes
• Ability to quickly implement changes to
meet future user requirements
Existing Environment
• Stand-alone time registration system and
Microsoft Excel spreadsheets
• SAP ERP application
Third-Party Integration
• Database: Microsoft SQL Server
• Hardware: Dell
• Operating system: Microsoft Windows

SAP Customer Success Story
Transportation and Logistics

On an average working day, NS Reizigers B.V. provides passenger
train services to more than 1 million customers traveling throughout
the Netherlands. To help streamline project management, the company
sought a user-friendly, automated solution for time recording. That
solution was from SAP implementation partner NL for Business,
and it is based on SAP® Interactive Forms software by Adobe. NS
Reizigers, a part of Nederlandse Spoorwegen (Dutch Railways),
now uses the solution throughout its business operations, which
cover service, information and safety, transport (including timetables
and rolling stock deployment), commerce (including company and
product development, marketing, sales, and customer service),
finance, personnel administration, and controlling.
In less than six months, approximately
300 NS Reizigers employees were
using the software to enter their hours
worked, eliminating manual, paperbased methods. Users in the personnel
administration and controlling departments took quickly to the new IT tools
and were pleased with the time savings
offered by the new system. As a result,
NS Reizigers expects to roll out the
solution in other company units.

A Logical Choice
For Utrecht-based NS Reizigers, the
decision to adopt SAP software was a
logical one, as it had been successfully
using the SAP ERP application for several years. Mare Verhoeven, sector
manager for SAP and ARIBA software
systems at NS Reizigers, explains, “Initially we looked at two options. After a
demonstration by SAP in Den Bosch,

we saw that SAP Interactive Forms,
used in conjunction with the SAP business software, would provide us with a
very suitable, low-cost solution requiring very few modifications. We also
realized we only had to activate one
component in our existing SAP ERP
environment, so little consultancy
would be needed.”
NS Reizigers began working with NL
for Business after company consultants provided a successful proof-ofconcept demonstration. Once NL had
completed the necessary configurations in the SAP business software,
it installed SAP Interactive Forms in
record time – just 20 working days.
Tilly Alexander and Arend-Jan Kolbeek,
project leads at NS Reizigers, both say
their experience with NL for Business
was extremely positive. “The cooperation was excellent,” says Alexander.

“NL for Business had all the technical
knowledge to ensure a successful implementation. Its consultants helped
us quickly find solutions whenever we
had an issue.” Kolbeek, who also functioned as information analyst during the
project, then comments, “The NL for
Business consultants also delivered the
project within budget and on schedule.”
Robert Eijpe, general manager at NL
for Business, offers one explanation
for the successful implementation: “We
use an ‘acceleration kit’ that enables us
to install SAP Interactive Forms quickly
and without problems at any organization,” he says.

Improved Quality via Automated
Workflow
Alexander mentions that the objectives
of introducing the new solution – including
cost savings and improving the quality
of time recording – were fully met.
“Thanks to the automated tools, employees can enter time-related data
offline and send time sheets via e-mail
to project managers for approval. That
reduces the paper stream and eliminates the need for manual entry of data
in Microsoft Excel. It’s a much simpler
process.”
Says Kolbeek, “The solution was first
installed in a department that manages
numerous projects simultaneously. An
NL for Business consultant showed us
how to create a user-friendly environment so employees with no previous
knowledge of SAP software could send
data to SAP ERP automatically.”

“Because SAP Interactive Forms can be configured so that employee time
records can be exchanged via e-mail and approved using a workflow, project managers no longer have to rely on administrators to calculate time
information.”

Arend-Jan Kolbeek, Project Leader, Information Analyst, NS Reizigers B.V.

He then continues, “And, because SAP
Interactive Forms can be configured so
that employee time records can be exchanged via e-mail and approved using
a workflow, project managers no longer
have to rely on administrators to calculate time information. Also, new
or temporary employees can use the
system with minimal instruction.” This
helps streamline and accelerate project
administration.

Less Risk of Error
It now takes managers just one click on
the electronic form to approve employees’ time. If there are any discrepancies,
the form is routed back to the relevant
employee for correction. Project managers also automatically receive a weekly

in practice just as we had expected
gives an enormous feeling of satisfaction,” says Kolbeek.

live.” Says Eijpe, “That could have been
prevented if we had started with a
smaller test group.”

According to Alexander, however, the
expected process improvements always
depend on the employees’ efforts. “If
they enter incorrect or no data at all,
then of course it won’t work,” she says.
“But people adapted to the system
rather well, and there were certainly
no structural or insoluble issues with
the system.”

An Indispensable Implementation
Partner

Lessons Learned
Even when projects go smoothly, there
are always lessons that companies can
take away from their experiences. “As
an example,” says Kolbeek, “it is im-

“What is really nice about SAP Interactive Forms by Adobe is that we can easily
make modifications to the forms to accommodate future needs.”
Arend-Jan Kolbeek, Project Leader, Information Analyst, NS Reizigers B.V.

overview of their projects, providing
them with up-to-date time information.
“Because everyone involved uses one
data source, the risk of error is minimal,”
states Kolbeek.

Transparent Processes
Although NS Reizigers had to solve a
few teething problems, the implementation proceeded smoothly. Alexander
and Kolbeek consider the fast delivery
and live operation of the system as the
highlight of the project. “That it worked

portant to know how to set up the
mail server properly, so it can handle
‘out-of-office’ messages and comments from employees. The source
data must also be sound to ensure
accurate data population in SAP ERP.
And it is important to use at least
version 8.1.0 of the Adobe Reader
interface.”
Alexander adds, “Because the changeover to an e-mail–based time registration system was new, we received
about 300 queries right after we went

The trio considers the expertise of an
implementation partner such as NL for
Business to be very important. “SAP
ERP offers extensive menus and functionalities that inexperienced end users
cannot always handle right away. The
experts from NL for Business know
how to work with employees so tasks
become more intuitive,” says
Alexander.
“After brief instruction by e-mail, they
were able to enter data themselves,”
explains Eijpe. “Also, time registration
is not a high-priority activity, so we
made the task as easy as possible; for
example, we customized the screens
so that users only see information
about projects that are relevant to
them,” says Alexander.
Kolbeek adds, “But what is really nice
about SAP Interactive Forms by Adobe
is that we can easily make modifications to the forms to accommodate
future needs.”

Significant Savings
NS Reizigers expects to realize significant savings in cost and time. “One
reason is that we do not have to train
new employees, and administrative
workers no longer have to enter data

www.sap.com /contactsap

manually in SAP ERP. Also, controllers
receive accurate, real-time information,
which improves their efficiency. This in
turn helps streamline project and budget monitoring,” says Alexander.
At present almost 300 time sheets per
week are processed via SAP Interactive
Forms; but even if that number grows
into the thousands, it will not require
additional staff. “We actually think that
in the future we will need one full-time
employee less,” says Alexander. “Because ROI is difficult to measure, we
cannot calculate actual payback, but it
is certain that we will realize savings.”

More Oversight
The success of NS Reizigers’ recent
project has already led to positive reactions throughout the company. “It’s
clear to users in other departments
that controllers and project managers
are working more effectively,” says
Kolbeek. “And we expect other business
units will be using this system in the
near future.” Alexander then comments,
“Thanks to the scalability and flexibility
of SAP Interactive Forms and thorough
documentation during the project, the
rollout to the rest of the organization
will be a simple exercise.”
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